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Long-range, selective, on-demand suspension
interactions: Combining and triggering
soluto-inertial beacons
Anirudha Banerjee and Todd M. Squires*

Structures and particles that slowly release solute into solution can attract or repel other particles in suspension via
diffusiophoresis, a process we termed “soluto-inertial (SI) interactions.” These SI interactions involve “beacons” that
establish and sustain nonequilibrium solute fluxes over long durations. Here, we demonstrate the versatility of the SI
concept and introduce distinct strategies to manipulate solute gradients and, hence, suspension behavior using bea-
cons with different physicochemical properties. First, we demonstrate on-demand particle migration using beacons
that can be actuated with a trigger. We then show the synergy between multiple, distinct beacons that modify solute
fluxes in away that allowsdirected, yet selective, colloidalmigration to specific target sites.Moreover, thismultibeacon
harmony enhances migration velocities, and delays the equilibration of the SI effect. The different SI techniques high-
lighted here suggest previously unidentified possibilities for sorting and separating colloidal mixtures, targeting par-
ticle delivery, and enhancing rates of suspension flocculation.
INTRODUCTION
Complex fluids are all around us—in commercial products such as lu-
bricants (1), paints (2), and cosmetics (3); in physiological (4), biological
(5), and naturally occurring systems (6); in industrial processes (7); in
foodstuffs (8); and in emerging technologies (9, 10). Common to these
diverse systems are colloidal-scale macromolecular constituents. The
design, formulation, and performance of softmaterials depend critically
on the interactions between these colloidal particles and their response
to externally applied forces and fields (11).

Our ability to predict and control colloidal interaction and response
underpins the ubiquity of soft materials. However, equilibrium interac-
tions between colloids—including van der Waals, electrostatic, steric,
and depletion forces—are typically restricted to distances≤1 mm, there-
by limiting the range over which interactions can be tuned (12). This
length scale can be increased by applying external fields to drive colloi-
dal systems out of equilibrium in a controlled manner (13), e.g., using
optical (14), electric (15), and magnetic fields (16); shear flow (17); con-
finement (18); and interfacial curvature (19).

Subtler are gradients in solute concentration (or, equivalently, chem-
ical potential) that can also extend the range of colloidal interactions.
Migration of colloids under such gradients is known as diffusiophoresis
(DP), where the magnitude and direction of particle motion are
governed by the specific solute–particle surface interaction (20–23).
DP is responsible for various nonequilibrium fluxes driving colloidal
migration, including dissolving salt (24) and gasses (25), ion exchange
membranes (26), transport into and out of dead-end pores (27, 28),
membrane fouling (29), and latex deposition (20). We recently
established the concept of soluto-inertial (SI) interactions, which in-
volve SI “beacons” that slowly release solute, driving particles tomigrate
via DP either up or down the solute flux (i.e., toward or away from the
beacon), depending on the solute–particle surface interaction (30). The
term “soluto-inertia” was chosen by analogy with thermal inertia,
wherein high–heat capacity objects in poor heat-transfermedia respond
very slowly to changes in environmental temperature and, therefore,
maintain heat flux over extended periods of time. These SI interactions
require three ingredients (Fig. 1A): (i) an SI beacon with a high solute
capacity (analogous to high thermal inertia of materials) responsible for
establishing andmaintaining solute flux over sustained periods of time,
(ii) a solute thatmediates the interaction, and (iii) colloidal particles that
respond to the flux and migrate via DP.

Here, we highlight the versatility of the SI concept, demonstrating
suspension interactions mediated by beacons with a variety of quali-
tatively distinct physicochemical properties. Figure 1 depicts the new
SI strategies explored here. In particular, we first describe a class of
thermoresponsive beacons that can be actuated with temperature as
a trigger to release trapped solute and initiate DP migration in
neighboring particles (Fig. 1, B-1 and B-2). Next, we combine distinct
beacons and introduce SI dipole interactions where a beacon “source”
releases solute, which is absorbed by a beacon “sink.”This dipolar flux
directs particle motion to propagate along well-defined trajectories, as
depicted in Fig. 1C. Alternatively, multiple beacon sources, each
emitting a different solute, provide new mechanisms to separate col-
loidal mixtures (Fig. 1D). A final variant on the multisource beacon
strategy involves SI beacons that release solutes that react with each
other (Fig. 1E). We show that this reaction results in faster, longer-
lasting SI migration and enables targeting colloids to “focus” at
intermediate locations in the suspension. We anticipate that this suite
of conceptually new SI techniques and capabilities will find
application in targeted particle delivery, enhancing the rate of par-
ticle aggregation in dilute suspensions that is otherwise limited by
Smoluchowski’s diffusion limitation (31), and as a new route toward
advanced particle separations.
RESULTS
Triggered solute release and SI migration
The SI concept refers to beacons that absorb or release large amounts of
solute in response to change in background solute concentration. Typ-
ically, SI beacons respond immediately when placed in contact with a
solution with mismatched solute concentration below the equilibrium
value. Here, we demonstrate advanced strategies that use an external
trigger to initiate SI outflux from the beacon.
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Weuse the temperature-sensitivepolymerpoly-N-isopropylacrylamide
(pNIPAm) cross-linked with methylenebisacrylamide to make hy-
drogels (SI beacons) (32) using the projection lithography technique
described previously (30). pNIPAmhas a lower critical solution tem-
perature (LCST) of about 33°C (33). At temperatures below this LCST,
it swells and absorbs water, whereas above the LCST, it phase separates
into a dense polymer phase that expels solvent. We exploit this feature
to trap solute within the beacon above the LCST. When it is cooled be-
low the LCST, however, the hydrogel beacon swells, opening its pores
and releasing the trapped solute.

Figure 2A shows a pNIPAmbeacon at 50°C, above the LCST, so that
the pNIPAm forms a dense, collapsed polymer phase that traps the
residual photoinitiator (a-ketoglutaric acid), which will serve as the SI
solute. Negatively charged polystyrene (PS) particles are expected to
electro-diffusiophoretically move down acidic gradients (34), and we
confirm this trend for a-ketoglutaric acid using the three-channel mi-
crofluidicDPdevice ofPaustian et al. (35) in fig. S1.As long asT>LCST,
particles show no sign of DP migration, which would imply solute re-
lease (movie S1 and first 300 s of the blue data points in Fig. 2E). Upon
cooling below LCST, the pNIPAm beacon expands (red dashed circle,
Fig. 2B), releasing solute that drives SI repulsion of particles well beyond
the edge of the swelling beacon (Fig. 2B and blue data points in Fig. 2E).
As control, Fig. 2C andmovie S2 show a pNIPAmhydrogel fromwhich
all solute has been flushed and then raised above LCST. As the beacon is
cooled belowLCST, it swells as in Fig. 2B. In this case however, no solute
is released that would drive SI DP, and so particles simply move to ac-
commodate the expanding gel (Fig. 2D and red data points in Fig. 2E).
The particle interface coincideswith the beacon boundary, which quick-
ly reaches a new radius upon cooling.
Banerjee and Squires, Sci. Adv. 2019;5 : eaax1893 16 August 2019
Source-sink pairs of SI beacons: SI dipole
The next strategy involves sculpting solute fluxes using one beacon as
source to emit solute [here sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS)] and a second
(empty) beacon as sink to absorb it. SI migration of particles is directed
from the source to the sink as the diffusive solute flux forms a dipole.
This targeted delivery of suspended particles represents enhanced
control over DP migration compared with the single-source case.
Fig. 1. Using SI beacons of one ormore types to drive controlled colloidalmigration. (A) A single SI beacon source thatmaintains solute outflux, driving DPmigration (here
down gradient) of particles, giving SI “repulsion.” (B-1) Triggered release: A thermosensitive beacon keeps solute trapped at high-enough temperature (T > TLCST); (B-2) upon
cooling below LCST, the beacon releases the solute, initiating SI migration. (C) SI dipole: SI beacon source emits solute, as in (A), whereas the SI beacon sink absorbs the solute,
establishing an SI dipolar flux that directs particle migration from one beacon to the other. (D) Combining SI beacon sources releasing distinct solutes may attract one particle
species (yellow) to one source, a second species (green) to a second source, and repelling a third species of particle (black) from both. (E) SI beacon sources releasing solutes that
react with one another (e.g., acid-base) establish long-lasting fluxes from each beacon to the reaction zone, driving particles accordingly.
Fig. 2. Triggered solute release and SI migration using pNIPAm beacons. (A) A
pNIPAm gel above the LCST can be used to trap solute molecules. The dashed red
line shows the gel boundary. (B) The gel swells when it cools below the LCST, and
the trapped solute diffuses out, establishing a concentration gradient that causes
neighboring particles to migrate via DP. Control experiment: (C) The gel above
the LCST closes its pores and occupies a smaller volume. (D) As the gel cools
down, the pores open up and it expands, pushing the neighboring particles out
of the way. (E) Points represent the change in the particle interface radius (Ri) as
the gels undergo transition at the LCST.
2 of 8
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Moreover, as DP velocities, uDP, typically scale as the inverse of the
solute concentration [uDP º ∇lnC (21, 22)], SI dipoles can enhance
uDP and increase the duration of particle migration by maintaining a
low background concentration, compared with an isolated source.

Figure 3A shows an isolated SI source releasing SDS, which drives
radial migration of negatively charged PS particles, away from the bea-
con, consistent with previous findings (30, 36). The solute gradient and,
hence, the particle motion are notably altered when a sink absorbs SDS,
causing colloids to be directed into the sink (Fig. 3B and movie S3). A
third, control experiment (Fig. 3C) is also performed using an inert ob-
stacle in place of the solute sink to show that solute absorption is respon-
sible for the dipolar DP pattern, not merely the physical presence of a
second beacon.

While the streak lines shown in Fig. 3 (A to C) display qualitative
features of SI migration behavior, particle tracking reveals quantitative
details. For example, the azimuthal particle velocity,Vf, is approximate-
ly zero around the isolated SI source (blue squares in Fig. 3D), as
expected for radial migration. Similarly, Vf ≈ 0 for radial SI repulsion
for the source and inert obstacle case (black diamonds), except near the
obstacle. For the source-sink dipole however, Vf ≠ 0 (red circles). This
source-sink SI migration behavior is confirmed using numerical com-
putations on COMSOL, by first computing the diffusive flux between
the source and the sink and then calculating uDPº∇lnC (dashed lines
in Fig. 3D; see the Supplementary Materials, movie S4).

Figure 3E shows the flux of particles “collected” by the sink,
determined by counting the change in the number of particles inside
a circular region of radius r = 1.5*Rbeacon around the sink per unit time,
Banerjee and Squires, Sci. Adv. 2019;5 : eaax1893 16 August 2019
Jt ¼ 1
Dt∑

tþDt
t Nin � Nout. This flux is normalized by the total particles in

that region counted at time t = 0, N0. For both the isolated source (Fig.
3E, blue squares) and inert obstacle (black diamonds), this flux is ini-
tially positive as particles are repelled from the source, and a repulsion
“front” enters the region, and then becomes negative after approximate-
ly 200 s once the repulsion front passes beyond the region of interest.
The source-sink pair, by contrast, shows particle collection persisting
for at least 600 s (red circles). The cumulative change in particle collec-
tion, DNt ¼ ∑t

0Nin � Nout (normalized by N0), shown in Fig. 3F, in-
creases monotonically for the dipole, yet becomes negative after about
300 s for the other two cases, indicating a net loss of particles.

Pairs of SI beacon sources loaded with distinct solutes
Multiple SI beacon sources, each emitting a distinct solute,may be com-
bined to enable more complex particle collection strategies. For exam-
ple, one source may repel particles, while the other may attract, similar
to the source-sink case, although with distinct solutes. The two beacons
create a composite solute gradient, which hastensmigration fromone to
the other. This is shown in Fig. 4A (andmovie S5), where an SDS source
(blue circle) repels negatively charged PS particles while a second bea-
con emitting the ionic liquid 1-hexyl-3-methylimidazolium iodide
([C6mim][I]; red circle) attracts particles. The combined effect is parti-
cle migration toward the right-hand beacon. The streak lines show par-
ticle trajectories over the first 1000 s of the experiment.

To quantify the enhancement of both themagnitude and duration of
uDP, we calculate the average velocity of particles in the region between
the two beacons as a function of time (Fig. 4B). We compare the speed
Fig. 3. SI source-sink dipole. Streak lines showing the trajectories of negatively charged PS particles migrating due to (A) an SDS source, (B) both SDS source and sink, and
(C) an SDS source and an inert obstacle that does not absorb SDS. (D) Time-averaged azimuthal particle velocities as a function of angular position with respect to the source
center under the scenarios depicted in (A) to (C). Error bars represent SD. Points show experimental data. Lines are predictions from COMSOL computations. Details of the
COMSOL model are provided in the Supplementary Materials. The shaded region shows angle subtended by sink at source center, fsink = 12.5o. The inset shows the solute
concentration field and local particle velocities as computed by COMSOL. (E) Flux of particles, Jt, entering a region with radius r = 1.5*Rbeacon around the sink. (F) Cumulative
particles captured in the region as function of time (as a fraction of number of particles in that region at t = 0, N0). Dashed lines are for visual guidance.
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and duration of migration under the composite solute gradient with
those measured under each of the single solute gradients. Our observa-
tions are as predicted: The composite gradient (black points) results in
faster particlemigration in the interbeacon region comparedwith either
of the two single solute gradients (blue diamonds and red circles). How-
ever, the resultant velocity under the composite gradient is less than the
Banerjee and Squires, Sci. Adv. 2019;5 : eaax1893 16 August 2019
simple superposition of contributions from the individual sources (purple
dashed line), as discussed later.

The direction of particle migration depends on the nature of inter-
action between the solute and the particle surface. We had previously
exploited this feature to demonstrate oppositely directed migration of
negative PS beads and decane drops under an SDS gradient generated
by a single beacon source (Fig. 4C and movie S6) (30). Here, we use
the same principle to show that a combination of beacon sources re-
leasing distinct solutes (SDS and [C6mim][I] in this case) causes neg-
ative PS beads to be attracted by the [C6mim][I] source (blue streaks
in Fig. 4D and movie S7), and decane drops by the SDS source (white
streaks). The particles are eventually separated from the mixture, as
seen in the inset of Fig. 4D—dark decane drops collect around the
SDS beacon, while a bright PS cloud forms around the [C6mim][I]
beacon. The attraction of decane drops by an SDS source is not ex-
plained by DP but is rather a consequence of soluto-capillary migra-
tion and is discussed later.

Pairs of SI beacon sources loaded with reactive solutes
Last, we show that SI migration can be driven by two (or more) solute
species that react with one another at an intermediate location. A strong
flux of each reactant is directed to the reaction zone in this case, as the
reactants are constantly consumed in the reaction. For example, a reac-
tive multisource system is shown in Fig. 5, where the reaction between
Ca(OH)2 (calcium hydroxide) and C7H6O2 (benzoic acid) drives posi-
tively charged PS particles toward the acidic beacon (Fig. 5A andmovie
S8) and negatively charged PS particles toward the basic beacon (Fig. 5B
and movie S9). The streak lines show particle trajectories over the first
1000 s of the experiment.

In addition to maintaining long-lived solute fluxes, reactive solutes
prevent background solute concentration from growing continuously,
which would generally suppress uDP, since it is proportional to ∇lnC.
Figure 5C shows the average particle velocities in the interbeacon
region as a function of time for the acid-base reaction (black
diamonds), and under the single-component gradients of benzoic acid
(blue squares) and calcium hydroxide (red circles). In the reactive,
two-solute system, a steady particle flux is sustained for thousands
of seconds with higher migration velocities, compared with SI migra-
tion under the individual sources.

Thus far, SI beacons have been charged with solute by exploiting
associative interaction between polymer and solute (37, 38). In this case
however, we precipitate the solutes Ca(OH)2 and C7H6O2 inside the
Fig. 4. SI migration driven by two sources releasing distinct solutes. (A) Streak
lines show negatively charged PS particles repelled by SDS source and attracted
to ionic liquid (IL), [C6mim][I] source. (B) SI particle velocities, averaged in the in-
terbeacon region, are larger when migrating under the composite gradient (black
squares), compared with under either source in isolation, although slower than
simple superposition of the two sources (purple dash). Error bars show SD. (C) An
SDS source repels negative PS particles (blue streaks) but simultaneously attracts
decane drops (white streaks). (D) Distinct beacon sources, one releasing SDS (left)
and the other releasing IL, [C6mim][I] (right). Decane drops (white) migrate toward
the SDS source beacon, whereas negative PS beads migrate toward the [C6mim][I]
source beacon. Inset shows accumulation of decane (black) and PS (white) parti-
cles around the two beacons at the end of the experiment.
Fig. 5. SI migration driven by reactive solutes. Streak lines showing migration under the flux generated by the reaction between Ca(OH)2 and benzoic acid. (A) Aminated
(positive) PS particles migrate toward the acidic beacon, while (B) sulfonated (negative) PS particles migrate toward the basic Ca(OH)2 source. (C) Beads migrate the fastest and
for a longer duration when there is a reaction between the acid and the base (black diamonds) as opposed to migrating under the flux of acid (blue squares) or base (red
circles) alone. Error bars show SD. Inset shows Ca(OH)2 and C7H6O2 crystals stored in the PEG-DA beacons in their solid form.
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beacons in their solid forms (Fig. 5C, inset). The timescale for SI inter-
action is, therefore, set by the solubility of the solid crystal in water,
rather than by the partition coefficient or association constant of the
solute with the gel.

The reaction between Ca(OH)2 and C7H6O2 obeys the following
stoichiometry

2C7H5O
�
2 þ 2Hþ þ Ca2þ þ 2OH�⇌2H2Oþ CaðC7H5O2Þ2 ð1Þ

implying that H+ and OH− fluxes abruptly terminate at the reaction
zone, where they react to form water. It was recently shown that solute
reactions (acid-base) may cause colloids to focus diffusiophoretically
(34). This is observed at the reaction between Ca(OH)2 and C7H6O2,
where positive PS particles focus (Fig. 6A) and negative PS particles de-
focus (Fig. 6B). While focusing is directly evident in the micrographs,
defocusing is more difficult to discern. In both cases, the velocity on the
right-hand side of the reaction zone is greater than that on the left,
causing a defocusing when particles move from left to right (negative
PS) and a focusing when they move from right to left (positive PS).
In addition, the reaction zone (~xR) gradually shifts toward the acidic
beacon, which is a consequence of the ratio of diffusivities and solubil-
ities of the two reactive species in water and the reaction stoichiometry
(see the Supplementary Materials, fig. S3).
DISCUSSION
We have shown here that beacons can be triggered externally to release
trapped solutes and consequently initiate SI interactions by simply
changing the local temperature in the beacon.We acknowledge that this
Banerjee and Squires, Sci. Adv. 2019;5 : eaax1893 16 August 2019
is only one class of stimuli-responsive beacon materials, and users of
such interactions might further expand on this work by designing
beacons that can be activated by complimentary triggers such as light
(39, 40), pH (41), electric field (42), or ultrasound (43), drawing inspi-
ration from the controlled drug delivery literature (44).

Using different combinations of two or more beacons, we have also
demonstrated distinct strategies to direct and enhance colloidal migra-
tion over distances that are hundreds of times further than typical equi-
librium suspension interactions. Each of our different strategies comes
with unique benefits, and onemight be preferred depending on the spe-
cific application. The source-sink dipole system requires minimal raw
material input (only one solute is needed) and is a clean system as solute
is absorbed by the sink. Moreover, the system is conceptually straight-
forward and simple mass transport models capture the experimental
nuances, allowing theoretical prediction of behavior.

Any combination of solutes can be used in the multisource system,
which gives freedom to tailor the directionality and speed of migration.
Each solute-particle interaction adds a degree of control. This suggests
the use of multiple beacons and solutes to separate multicomponent
suspensions and enable beacon-specific targeted delivery. The multi-
source system with reactive solutes adds a further degree of tunability
by introducing the ability to focus or defocus particles at intermediate
locations. The chemical reaction maintains low background concentra-
tions, maintaining larger velocities for longer durations. Solute outflux
in the distinct multibeacon strategies discussed here is mass transport
limited; however, these beacons could, in principle, be replaced by pNI-
PAm beacons to initiate interactions on demand.

Any solute gradient can potentially induce colloidal motion, so long
as the solute interacts with the particle surface. The interaction may be
electrostatic in nature, inwhich case the particlesmigrate viaDP. Itmay
Fig. 6. Focusing and defocusing of particles migrating under an acid-base flux. (A) Positive PS particles focus at the reaction zone. (B) Negative PS particles
defocus at the reaction zone, which is defined as the region where a maximum change in velocity is observed. The reaction zone (~xR) gradually shifts to the left
(toward the acid source) over the course of the experiment. Error bars represent SD in average velocities over the time intervals. Positions are normalized by the
distance between the two beacons.
5 of 8
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also be driven by capillary/interfacial forces, where the solute reduces
the surface tension of the particle, creating Marangoni stresses along
the surface (45, 46). These surface tension gradients cause the decane
drops in Fig. 4 (C and D) to move toward higher concentrations of
SDS, i.e., toward regions where the droplets can lower their surface ten-
sion in water. Chemical gradients may further give rise to density gra-
dients, which could lead to density-driven fluid flows (47). Solute
concentrations in our experiments, however, are small enough, andmi-
crofluidic geometries are confined enough that we neither expect nor
observe buoyancy-driven convective flows.An interesting aspect to note
is that PS particles in Figs. 3B and 4 (A and D, inset) accumulate at the
back of the beacon absorbing SDS.Wehypothesize that this is due to the
formation of a concentration gradient around the periphery, pertaining
to slow intradiffusion of SDS within the beacon.

The difficulty in modeling systems with more than one interacting
solute species stems from the fact that concentration profiles in these
systems are not simply additive. Inmulticomponent electrolyte systems,
the ionic fluxes balance one another to maintain local electroneutrality,
resulting in a net electric field that drives the DP migration. Thus, de-
tailed information on the specific ion concentration profiles between
the sources is required to use classic DP theories and correctly predict
resultant particle velocities (48). The nontrivial consequences of coupled,
multicomponent fluxes are highlighted in the fact that the contribution of
different sources do not superimpose in Fig. 4B and that the velocity
profiles on either side of the reaction zone are discontinuous in Fig. 6,
resulting in focusing or defocusing of particles in reactive systems.

We envision that suitably designed, controlled SI interactions will
find a range of applications in soft matter and mesoscale systems. Re-
searchers are starting to realize the ubiquity of theDPphenomenon (49)
and have demonstrated its versatility in a variety of applications such as
deposition of latex on steel (20), water purification (25), transport into
and out of dead-end pores (27, 28), self-propelling particles (50), and
active matter (51, 52). The strategies demonstrated here show that con-
centration gradients can be exploited as a controllable external field for
suspensionmanipulation andmay augment existing techniques for col-
loidal handling andprocessing. Thesemay include sorting particleswith
similar size but different surface chemistry, driving particles to target
regions and delivering active ingredients, enhancing rates of suspension
flocculation in dilute suspensions where even commercial flocculants
would take much longer to form aggregates, analyzing colloidal mix-
tures and phase behavior, directing colloidal assembly, and synthesizing
novel materials.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Device fabrication
A computer-controlled laser cutter (Trotec Speedy 100) cut the channel
design into 60-mm-thick Scotch tape. This was stuck to a Petri dish,
whichwas used as amaster formaking a polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS)
replica of the design. The PDMSmaster was used to fabricate the device
in “microfluidic stickers” [NorlandOptical Adhesive 81 (NOA81);Nor-
land Adhesive] (53). A glass cover slide was used to seal the device, with
holes drilled to provide access for inlet and outlet tubing. A PDMS inlet
was ozone bonded to the cover slide to provide support for pins and
tubings. The device was then baked at 80°C for at least 4 hours to
strengthen the bonding. For the triggered release experiments, the mi-
crofluidic device had same dimensions as the one used in our previous
work (30). For the multibeacon experiments, a two-inlet, single-outlet
microfluidic device was used, where the two inlets enabled the simulta-
Banerjee and Squires, Sci. Adv. 2019;5 : eaax1893 16 August 2019
neous flow of two different liquid streams side by side. The two inlets
were 500 mmwide, while the center channel where the inlets merge had
a width of 4000 mm.

Sample preparation
Precursor solutions of pNIPAmwere prepared by mixing 1MNIPAM
(Sigma-Aldrich) solution with 0.5 mol % cross-linker (N,N-methylene-
bisacrylamide; Sigma-Aldrich) and 5mol%photoinitiator (a-ketoglutaric
acid; Sigma-Aldrich) in deionized (DI) water; polyethylene glycol
diacrylate (PEG-DA) precursor solutions were prepared bymixing 33%
(v/v) PEG(700)-DA (Sigma-Aldrich) with 4% (v/v) photoinitiator
(2-hydroxy-2-methylpropiophenone; Sigma-Aldrich) in DI water.
Stock solutions of SDS (Sigma-Aldrich), [C6mim][I] (Sigma-Aldrich),
and NaOH (EMD Millipore) in DI water, and CaCl2.2H2O (Sigma-
Aldrich) and benzoic acid (Acros Organics) in ethanol were prepared
and diluted according to the experimental requirements; negative and
positive PS suspensions were prepared by suspending 0.25% (v/v)
fluorescent sulfonated PS beads, 1 mmin diameter (FS03F; Bangs Labora-
tories), and 0.5% (v/v) aminated PS beads, 1.8 mm in diameter (PA04N;
Bangs Laboratories), respectively, in DI water. Surfactant-free sus-
pensions of decane drops were created by sonicating 2% (v/v) decane
(Sigma-Aldrich) in DI water for 1 min.

Experimental setup
Hydrogel (beacon)
pNIPAm and PEG-DA gels were used as SI structures and fabricated
using the microscope projection lithography technique (54). An ultra-
violet (UV) lamp was set to 30 mW/cm2 (measured at an empty objec-
tive slot). A 1000-mmdiameter circular photomaskwas inserted into the
field stop of an inverted microscope (Nikon TE-2000U) and aligned as
described previously (55). pNIPAm/PEG-DA precursor solution was
injected until the channel was filled. The syringe was disconnected,
and 2 min was allowed for flow to relax. Then, 20-s (for pNIPAm gels)
and 500-ms (for PEG-DA gels) UV exposures were used with a 10×
objective to photopolymerize the gel. This step results in hydrogel posts
with diameters 375 to 425 mm. The precursor solution was flushed from
the device by flowing DI water for 2 hours for the PEG-DA gels. An
NOA81 post was used as the inert structure in Fig. 3C and fabricated
using the same procedure as with the PEG-DA beacons.

The pNIPAm gel was flushed with DI water for 24 hours for the
control experiment, and only 10 min when some amount of residual
photoinitiator was desired inside the gel. The microfluidic device was
mounted on a thermal stage (Instec TSA12Gi) to control the tempera-
ture of the pNIPAm gel. The device was maintained at 50°C at the
beginning of the experiment. Negative PS suspension at the same tem-
perature was introduced into the device, flow was stopped using tech-
nique described in (35), and video recording (Andor iXon 885
fluorescence camera) was started with a 4× objective at one frame per
second with 0.1 s exposure time. The temperature of the stage was then
lowered to 25°C to allow the gel to cool down and cross the LCST.Video
recording was stopped 30 min after the gel undergoes the transition.
Source-sink dipole
Two streams, one with 5mM SDS in water and the other with clean DI
water, were flowed simultaneously into the channel using the two inlets
of the device. In this way, one of the beacons (the source) was loaded
with SDS, while the other (sink) remained unloaded. After loading the
source for 20 min, the two streams were flushed out by displacing with
the suspension of negative PS particles. The flowwas stopped, and video
recording was started.
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Multiple sources
Two streams, one with 5 mM SDS in water and the other with 5 mM
[C6mim][I] inwater, were flowed simultaneously into the channel. Both
the sources were loaded for 20min before flushing with a suspension of
negative PS particles/decane drops. Flow was stopped, and image series
were recorded.
Multiple sources with reaction
Two streams, onewithCaCl2.2H2O (0.15 g/ml) in ethanol and the other
with benzoic acid (0.4 g/ml) in ethanol, were flowed simultaneously into
the channel. The two beacons were loaded for 10min and subsequently
flushedwithNaOH (0.08 g/ml) in water andDIwater, respectively. The
NaOH reacts with CaCl2 to precipitate out Ca(OH)2 in the first beacon,
while water reduces solvent quality for benzoic acid, resulting in benzoic
acid crystal formation in the second beacon (Fig. 5C, inset). The two
streams were then flushed by displacing with the PS suspensions. Flow
was stopped, and image series were recorded.

Data analysis
Particles were identified and trajectories were linked from the fluores-
cence micrographs following the same procedure, as described previ-
ously (30). The azimuthal velocity in Fig. 3D was calculated by first
dividing the micrograph along the line of symmetry (y = 0) and analyz-
ing only one half (to reduce computation time). Instantaneous particle
velocities in the radial and tangential directions were obtained from
frame-to-frame displacements, and velocity profiles were calculated
by averaging the velocities within angular regions of 5° width with
the origin fixed at the center of the source. The velocity profiles were
further averaged over an interval of 500 s. The space average velocities
in Figs. 4C and 5C were extracted by first cropping the micrograph in
the space between the two beacons into rectangular regions with ap-
proximate dimensions, 320 by 250 pixels, and then measuring the
displacement of the particles in the x direction (and, hence, the x
component of the velocity). The velocity profiles were calculated inde-
pendently over 10-s intervals throughout the experiment, and averaged
over all of space. Velocity for single-source systems in these cases refers
to the average velocity of particles in the space between source-sink bea-
conpairs of corresponding solutes. The time average velocities in Fig. 6B
were also extracted in the same way as the space average velocities. The
velocity profiles in this case were, however, calculated by averaging the
velocities within spatial bins of 10-pixel width and further averaged over
the given time interval. Splitting the experiment into chunks in this way
providesmore samples in each bin, improving the statistics of averaging
and suppressing noise in the velocity profiles. The particle flux in Fig. 3
(E and F) was calculated by directly counting the number of particles
entering and exiting a region of radius r≈ 300 mm≈ 1.5*Rbeacon around
the sink. This number was then normalized by the total number of par-
ticles counted in that region at the beginning of the experiment. The
particle flux for a single source (blue points in Fig. 3, E and F) was
calculated by counting the number of particles entering an imaginary
ring (of r ≈ 300 mm), situated at the same location as the sink in the
source-sink experiments.

COMSOL model for SI dipole
TheTransport of Diluted Speciesmodule of COMSOLMultiphysics was
used to numerically solve the coupled solute and particle conservation
equations (details in the Supplementary Materials). The microfluidic
device and beacon dimensions used for the computations were directly
obtained from experimental measurements, and other physical param-
eters such as the diffusion coefficient of SDS were obtained from the
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literature. Spacewasmeshedwith a triangularmesh, and solute and par-
ticle concentration profiles were calculated. Results were then exported
in matrix form and postprocessed in R to obtain radial (Vr) and azi-
muthal (Vf) particle velocities.
SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS
Supplementary material for this article is available at http://advances.sciencemag.org/cgi/
content/full/5/8/eaax1893/DC1
Fig. S1. Colloidal migration under a-ketoglutaric acid gradients.
Fig. S2. Negatively charged PS particles move down a-ketoglutaric acid gradients.
Fig. S3. DP focusing/defocusing under acid-base gradients.
Table S1. Parameters used for numerically calculating the concentration profile of PS particles
migrating under an SDS flux, generated by a source-sink pair of SI beacons.
Table S2. Diffusivity and solubility of benzoic acid and calcium hydroxide in water.
Movie S1. A pNIPAm beacon with residual photoinitiator (a-ketoglutaric acid) undergoing
phase transition at the LCST (33°C).
Movie S2. A pNIPAm beacon from which all the solute has been flushed out, undergoing
phase transition at the LCST.
Movie S3. SI dipole interaction between a beacon source (left) that releases SDS and a beacon
sink (right) that absorbs the solute.
Movie S4. COMSOL computations revealing the behavior of particles under an SI dipolar flux,
reproducing the experimental observations of movie S3.
Movie S5. SI interaction between two sources releasing distinct solutes.
Movie S6. A beacon source releasing SDS attracts decane drops (black) and simultaneously
repels negative PS particles (white).
Movie S7. Two distinct beacon sources, one releasing SDS (left) while the other releasing
[C6mim][I] (right), attract decane drops (black) and negative PS beads (white), respectively,
separating them from the mixture.
Movie S8. SI migration of positively charged particles driven by beacon sources that release
solutes that react with each other.
Movie S9. SI migration of negatively charged particles driven by beacon sources that release
solutes that react with each other.
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